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NEW QUESTION: 1
When planning for customer demand to be fulfilled from internal
organizations or from a contract manufacturer, what are the
four types of planned orders that can be generated? (Choose
four.)
A. Transfer orders for internally owned components being
transferred from contract manufacturer to internal
organizations.
B. Transfer orders for finished goods being transferred from
contract manufacturer organizations to internal organizations.
C. Buy orders for components purchased at internal

organizations and contract manufacturer organizations.
D. Transfer orders for internally owned components being
transferred from internal organizations to contract
manufacturer organizations.
E. Return orders for items being manufactured in the contract
manufacturer organization.
F. Make orders for items being manufactured in the contract
manufacturer organization.
Answer: A,B,C,F

NEW QUESTION: 2
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A. Cognito SDK
B. Cognito Key Pair
C. Cognito API
D. Cognito ID
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
Your mobile app authenticates with the identity provider (IdP)
using the provider's SDK. Once the end user is authenticated
with the IdP, the OAuth or OpenID Connect token returned from
the IdP is passed by your app to Amazon Cognito, which returns
a new Cognito ID for the user and a set of temporary,
limited-privilege AWS credentials.
http://aws.amazon.com/cognito/faqs/

NEW QUESTION: 3
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation

NEW QUESTION: 4
The most appropriate model for a geographically distributed

project team is one in which the team is distributed across:
A. many locations, with relatively few people at each location
developing and testing decoupled subsystems.
B. relatively few locations, with each location team comprised
of a complete development group developing decoupled
subsystems.
C. locations in the same time zone, working on the same systems
while leveraging rich communication channels.
D. relatively few locations, and tasks are divided along
functional lines with design in one location, coding in
another, and testing in another.
Answer: B
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